Timothy Phillips

This is a parallel novel to Times of Trouble
and Times of Trial, the fourth novel in The
End Times Saga. Known as Times of
Rebellion on Kindle.Can a nineteen year
old stay true to the faith he was brought up
on when hes under the spotlight?Timothy
Phillips dreams come true when hes
discovered by the producer of a national
talent show. So whats the problem? The
recording contract is not in the Southern
Gospel he would prefer to sing. As he
begins recording and performing the music,
he encounters increasing hostility towards
Christians. Can he stay true to his faith, or
will he end up compromising his beliefs
little by little the more famous he
becomes?When his world comes crashing
down, will he have anything left to help
him stand as the end times approach?
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latest Tweets from Timothy Phillips (@TSJPhillips). Historian, @GrantaBooks & @DHAbooks author of The Secret
Twenties, on Jazz Age Russian spiesTimothy Phillips is the author of Beslan: The Tragedy of School No. 1 (Granta
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BreakdownTimothy Phillips is the author of Beslan: The Tragedy of School No. 1 (Granta 2008). He grew up in
Northern Ireland and now lives in London. He holds aMy voice is deep, warm, friendly, genuine, authoritative. I am the
go to person for the everyman sound, the guy next door or the perfect choice for a dramatic readTimothy Phillips, Set
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